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First of all, I want to thank you all for taking the time to read this magazine
and for passing it on to your friends. We now have over 600 subscribers! We
are thrilled that you are enjoying these stories!
Reflecting on the last couple of months, preparing for this issue, I must say that
my favourite article is the feature of d’Elaine Johnson. It was a pleasure and an
honour to meet such an incredible lady! She told her story of the challenges
it took to become the artist she is, do what she loves and the dedication
required. Perhaps I push the envelope a bit by featuring a painter instead of
a photographer, but someone like her you cannot pass by, especially since
she was so strongly influenced by the sea we all love. I was literally brought to
tears when I saw her work, it evoked such intense emotion. Her late husband
supported her work and when he built his
own workshop, he saved a room for her
art storage. On the wall was taped a hand
written note on loose leaf paper – “because
I love you”. Wow! If you know you are going
to be in that area and would like to see her
work, please contact her. You won’t regret
it. Or pop her an email to be put on her mailing list – yes, mailing list, not
emailing list.
You will find one section missing this issue: ‘Your Lens. Your Story.” It was a
valiant effort to give readers a chance to show off their images and stories
(like Nat Geo’s ‘Your Shot’), but alas, no entries were sent this month. I will
not put it to rest, though. If you have an image and a short blurb about it,
please send it my way and I’ll resurrect it.
~Kerry Enns
editor@pnwups.com
www.celticcow.com
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Into The Archives:
Paradigm Shifts
That Changed
The Way We Dive
Part Two: Getting Divers Off the Bottom
by Dale Carlisle
In the previous article of this series we looked at how

lated changes at play as well. Most came about during

naked

divers as they were

divers eventually cut the cord that connected them to

the 1930’s, in France and the Mediterranean. Before that

called,

the surface, a paradigm shift that forever changed our

time, with few exceptions, the European diver’s benthic

on occasion, but

relationship with the water. There was no single overar-

(sea bottom) orientation had not changed in a mean-

locales and considered uncivilized.

ching event that facilitated this transition, but rather, it

ingful way since the very beginning of his submarine en-

known examples of these divers are the pearl divers

was a series of incremental shifts in the manner that div-

deavours.

of the Caribbean, the Ama divers of Japan, and the

did exist and were used
they were often from exotic
Some

well-

sponge divers of Greece. To the 19th century European,

ers approached the sea spanning several decades. Often
this shift in thinking was spurred by developments in

One practical reason for

however, progressive thinking was demonstrated by the

equipment, and just as often, those developments were

this

approach

adaptation of technological innovation, so investment in

originally intended for a different purpose.

was the very real fact that

learning to free dive without equipment was considered

many seafarers, labourers

a step backwards in status.

benthic

The same gradual transition also occurred with regard

and

mechanics,

the

to the way divers move through the water, from benthic

people who would most

perambulation to free swimming explorers. In many cas-

likely become divers, did

es these shifts overlapped with previously mentioned

not know how to swim.

scribed in the first actual book written specifically about

equipment developments, but there were also unre-

Breath hold divers, or

the subject: Diving With and Without Armor by J. B.

Helmet Divers Walked The Bottom
The benthic approach to Eurocentric diving is well de-

Green in 1859. Until he was injured, Mr. Green was a hel-

recover from, this could be very dangerous because many

Leagues Beneath the

meted commercial diver from the Oswego area. With no

suits leaked and any water within would drain down into

Sea in 1870, incorpo-

further funds forthcoming from work, he wrote of his ex-

the helmet, drowning the diver. This was even more im-

rated the Rouquayrol/

ploits and self-published this small book, which he then

portant if divers were using shallow water diving helmets,

Denayrouze

sold as a source of income. In it he described his adven-

which had no suit attached to them and were open be-

into his story. But even

tures and the state of diving as it was at the time.

low the shoulders. Going heads down, or even face down,

Captain Nemo, for all

could lead to flooding.

his

factually

fictional

In standard dress, or armor as he called it, a diver wore

in

device

based

advances

technology,

still

more than 100 pounds of helmet and lead and was at-

The second major reason for staying on the bottom had to

tached to the surface via an air umbilical. The diver was

do with the variance of pressure that resulted from rapid

walked across the bottom. Man could not yet conceptu-

set overboard, above or near the salvage he hoped to re-

depth changes. Modern divers are constantly subjected

alize movement within the water column itself – the shift

cover, and was slowly lowered to the bottom. Once there,

to ambient pressure and only experience this shift by way

was still too great and experience too limited.

he would walk upright and work until he signaled the

of ear pain, which they counteract by equalizing. Helmet-

tender above to haul him up. While this may appear to

ed divers by contrast, were subject to surface pressure via

be an archaic approach to diving by today’s standards,

the umbilical. They equalized this with the surrounding

there were several very good reasons why divers wanted

water pressure at depth by adding or releasing air from

saw an upheaval in

to stand on the bottom.

their suit. A rapid ascent in the water column would result

the traditional so-

in blowing up, or over inflation. Far worse was a rapid de-

cio-economic struc-

scent, without enough time to equalize. This would result

ture of the time.

in a diver being sucked upwards into the helmet in what

Many people found

was called a squeeze. There are documented cases of

it difficult to return

divers being so severely squeezed that their bodies were

to their prewar ex-

completely contained inside their helmets and air tubes.

istence and, like the

Because of these issues, helmeted divers felt most com-

later

fortable being over weighted and standing upright on the

movement of post

solid ground of the sea bed.

WWII,

Breath Hold Diving Sparked Changes
Post

WWI

Europe

motorcycle
the

1920’s

saw many young men (and women) taking to the water
In 1860, Rouquayrol and Denayrouze developed the

as spear fishermen. Requiring little in the way of invest-

first compressed air diving equipment that could be dis-

ment aside from a spiked pole, these divers began form-

connected from the surface. Although it was not widely

ing groups like the Club des Sous-l’Eau (club of those who

The first had to do with the large airspace the helmet cre-

used in this fashion, the device spurred the imagination

are under water) and exploring the shoreline as far as a

ated, its resultant buoyancy, and the lead that was need-

of many divers with the possibility of exploration and

breath hold would allow. The most famous of this new

ed to counter act that buoyancy. This lead was distrib-

interaction completely within the sub aquatic element,

style of free diver was an American, Guy Gilpatric, who

uted on the helmet itself and on the shoes, to keep the

unrestrained by the demands of the surface. Jules Verne,

wrote for the Saturday Evening Post. Enamoured by his

diver from inverting into a heads down position. Hard to

author of the first underwater novel Twenty Thousand

new pursuit, he coined the term “Goggling” to describe it.

The Mask
Fashioned after swim goggles created by Maurice Fernez,
these were the preeminent source of eye protection in

dealt with this by swallowing, wearing nasal clips or even

exposed to possibility of self-contained diving. From this

reaching inside the mask to pinch the nostrils.

point, the next phase of development was set in two directions best recognized by the early exploits of diving

early European spearfishing and adherents fashioned

The SCUBA Tank

them from motorcycle glasses, welding goggles or pieces

The second barrier to fall, a self-contained breathing

of glass held within rubber or leather bands. As talented

source, was initially addressed by Yves LePrieur in the

as these divers could be, and they were prolific enough

early 1930’s. While his device did not include a demand

It was not until the 1970’s and the mainstream introduc-

to quickly denude the

regulator, divers could still make excursions to moderate

tion of the BCD (buoyancy compensating device) that get-

French coastline of sizable

depths and the world’s first SCUBA club was started by

ting off the bottom would again re-emerge as a pressing

fish, they were still limited

people using it. Most of these divers were still bottom ori-

issue for SCUBA. Prior to this, divers needed the skill to

by three issues. First, they

ented however, and many thought of underwater explo-

be neutrally buoyant in order to swim up and down in the

could not easily equalize

ration in the same frame of reference as mountain climb-

water column but with the BCD divers could once again

goggles

ing. Rebreathers also began to be developed and many

over weight themselves

Italian spear fishermen started using them.

and settle on the bot-

effectively

and

their vision was impaired by

their breath allowed. And

pressed air and re-breather users respectively.

tom. Now a new round

them. Second, they could
only stay down as long as

popularists Jacques Yves Cousteau and Hans Hass, com-

The Fins
The last barrier had actually been crossed as early as

of

reorientation

and

education is needed to
reintroduce the idea of

third, they could not kick

1914 by Louis de Corlieu, an officer in the French Navy.

very well with their feet.

His swim fins allowed a diver wearing a self-contained

The first of these barriers

breathing apparatus to move effectively through the wa-

to fall was the goggle, which began to be replaced by a

ter. But it was not until the early 1930’s that he tried to

cruder but functional form of the face mask we all know

commercially produce these fins, with mixed success.

today. The original homemade masks allowed the eyes

Later, he would sell the rights to Owen Churchill for North

to focus correctly, through a single pane of glass, but still

American production and swim fins would find main-

References/ Further Reading:

had no means of equalizing. Without nose pockets, divers

stream application.

J. B. Green, Diving With and Without Armor. 1859. Self Published

diving, without dwelling,
on the bottom.

Robert Marx, The History of Underwater Exploration. 1978. Dover

Putting It All Together

Publications

So it was, in 1930’s France and the Mediterranean, a stage

Gilbert Doukan, World Beneath the Waves. 1957. John De Graff Inc.

was finally set for a great paradigm shift in diving con-

Guy Gilatric, The Complete Goggler.1938. Dodd, Mead and Co.

sciousness. There was a group of avid breath hold en-

Jules Verne, 20,000 Leagues Beneath the Sea. 1870. France.

thusiasts who had taken up the sport of spearfishing and

J.Y. Cousteau & F. Dumas, The Silent World (Eng. Trans.) 1953. 		

were oriented to swimming through the water column

Hamish Hamilton.

instead of across the bottom. They were then equipped

Hans Hass, Diving to Adventure (Eng. Trans.) 1952. Jarr olds Pub.

with effective face masks and swim fins to maximize their

Various Internet Sources.

performance to a reasonable level and they were also
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d’Elaine Johnson:
Coastal Connections
by Amy Liebenberg
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It’s just after 10am on World Oceans Day and Kerry and I have
been freediving in Edmonds Park. Kerry chuckles as she
towels her hair dry and checks her phone – it’s a message
from d’Elaine. She’s had a yogurt for breakfast and she’s
ready to see us. d’Elaine wasn’t sure if we’d be ready right
after the dive so soon, “won’t you need time for primping?”
D’Elaine dove Edmonds before it was a park and was one of
the first women to take up SCUBA diving in the area. She’s
part myth and part legend in the diving community,
“She’s the one who dove with Jacques Cousteau!”
“Her dive gear was homemade with parts from the Army
Surplus Store!”
“I heard that men would run, terrified out of the water and
she would emerge, wrestling a giant octopus!”

We meet up with Dan Clements, the founder of PNW

and donated to various arts organisations, however, she

Diver Magazine and his wife before we all head up to find

doesn’t know what to do with her art. “Material things

Pisces Studio. Threading our way through the sharp turns

can be passed on, but art is my life.”

and narrow roadways of the Edmonds neighbourhood,
we arrive and know we’ve found the right house- it’s

The wood shop is where she crafts her custom frames.

covered in mosaics depicting fish, glass fishing floats

d’Elaine doesn’t want her paintings to be predetermined

and driftwood sculptures. D’Elaine welcomes us and

dimensions of commercially made canvases but rather

immediately begins a tour of the property.

crafts the work and builds the frame around the piece.
The shop is full of tools and machinery and the walls are

Her house sits on top of a steep bank with a vast view of

covered with yellowed newspaper clippings showing

Puget Sound. I stand up straighter because her posture

a bodacious diver posing confidently on the rocks,

is perfect and her gait is spry. d’Elaine gestures like a

sometimes with paints and paper. Headlines read:

dancer as she talks about the sequoias growing beside
the house, the busy waterways below and the Olympic

“Artist encourages individualism”

Mountains. She talks candidly about the plans she has

“Takes dives for art”

in place for after she passes away- her assets will be sold

“Local artist interprets world of water”

The newspapers were obviously enamoured with this gorgeous
woman, squeezed into what she calls her ‘inner-tube type diving suit’ and her bamboo spear gun. “I was always original,
that’s what I did right,” she muses as she leads us inside the
gallery. We are all divers, so as we encounter more of her newspaper clippings on the walls and doors, we pepper her with
questions about diving culture in the 50’s. She confirms that
she did indeed dive with Cousteau when the Calypso was being
repaired nearby and she admits that she wouldn’t be certified
these days for what she knows about diving. “We just did it.”
The gallery is dripping bright colours and shapes and we all
scatter and drink in the work. Paintings swirling with fish and
ocean creatures stand beside works that depict African and
Asian and North American Aboriginal motifs. When we question
d’Elaine about the inspiration for multicultural themes and if
she discovered them during travel, she explains that her travel
is all done through research. She has a library full of artifacts
and her shelves are full of books on mythology, ancient civilizations and biology. The walls are covered in shells and pieces of
boats, dried skates and bird skeletons. The shapes and patterns
inform her work and serve as a source of inspiration for showing how the ocean connects us all.

When d’Elaine was in art school, she was encouraged to incorporate the underwater landscapes
into her work by friends and mentors such as Joseph Campbell and George Tsutakawa. She was so
excited about the world that opens up to someone when they discover diving; an alien world that
as divers, we are privileged to witness. Rather than work from the elbow down creating visually
pleasing pieces, d’Elaine’s mission is to unite belief systems and different cultures by our relationship to the world’s oceans and rivers. Each of her paintings is carefully researched and relates to
mythology and lore from every coastline.
She leads us into her brilliantly lit studio where NPR is playing on the radio and the workstation sits
directly beneath a skylight. Pens, pencils and brushes are all neatly organized into their own jars
and shelves are full of books and vinyl records. D’Elaine explains that she has to work in daylight
because she was born visually impaired. As a child she struggled with being disabled, having to
wear glasses that left her swimming in a sea of blurred colour and it was only in her twenties that
she started seeing properly with the aid of contact lenses. She admits that now, at 83, she has to
begin managing her cataracts.

D’Elaine’s life has been much about duality. She has strived to be accepted but also to set herself apart. She kept her disability a secret because she
didn’t want the stigma that comes with being disabled and wanted acceptance by her contemporaries as an artist. When defending her thesis during
her Masters of Fine Art in the 1950s, she was told afterward that 50% of the
faculty had voted against her because she “didn’t look like the school of art”
and 50% had voted in her favour for the same reason.
She describes herself as “neither fish nor fowl” with one foot in the ocean
and one on land. She uses phrases like “never in, never out” when talking
about her novelty and refusal to pursue art trends.
Competing in a visual field as someone who couldn’t see properly, she had
to “sink or swim.” Eventually, she realized how much her visual impairment
had informed her work and who she was. I think this is one of the reasons her
work is so much about connectivity; it’s her way of being a part of this world.

After having taught art for over twenty
years, d’Elaine retired and turned her
efforts to making art full time. At one
point, she began to receive disability
funding and she wasn’t able to sell
her work so instead gave up on a
social life and focused intensely on
creating. She believes that unless a
person devotes themselves to their
craft wholeheartedly, they are at
best, a hobbyist. The studio, house
and storage rooms are stacked with
paintings and there is a lifetime of work
to entrust to someone.

When Dan asks d’Elaine for a restaurant recommendation, she explains that she usually chooses a quiet
place where she can pore over a book during lunch as
she is constantly researching and she points to a book
with wrinkled pages that fell in the bathtub while she
was reading. Nevertheless she agrees to forgo her solitude today and join us for lunch.
We sit around the table captivated by her incredible
stories that are brazen and very American. We are so
delighted to have been welcomed into the life and
home of someone with such a furious focus and who is
creating such thoughtful work.
As we say goodbye, we ask d’Elaine what’s next. She
tells us that her mission is not yet fulfilled and she
plans on making art for many more years. As she hugs
me, she flashes me a girlish smile and confides, “I’ve
just bought a stack of 5-year journals I intend to get my
money’s worth.”

Editor’s Note: The photos here do not do justice to her
work. To see her art or to learn more about it go to www.
delainejohnson.com. She can be contacted via email or
by phone at 1-425-743-2902
About the Author: Amy Liebenberg grew up in South
Africa but lives in Vancouver, Canada. She studied Fine
Art and is a dive instructor at Ocean Quest Dive Centre in
Burnaby, BC. Amy is a freelance writer and her favourite
animal is the octopus.

16 News

Octopus Sense
Light Without Eyes
by Kerry Enns

Divers are fascinated by octopuses. We love it when they show off their color changing abilities. We also aware of the intensity of our lights and strobes when photographing them
knowing how much they prefer night time exertions. New studies are showing that they can
sense light with their skin, apart from their brain and eyes!
The Journal of Experimental Biology recently published an article which reveals that “light
causes chromatophores to expand in excised pieces of Octopus bimaculoides skin”. Previously, it was thought that the eyes send signals to the chromatophores to change color.
However, studies using skin biopsies from California two-spot octopuses, show that color
changes can occur without input from the brain or the eyes.
Two teams set out to study this further. Initial experiments were made with simply white
light. But they also tested different coloured lights from violet to orange. Interesting, blue
light created the fasted response. “So, both teams present compelling evidence that cephalopods may have adapted the cellular mechanism that detects light in eyes for light sensing
in skin.”
Sources/Further Reading
J Exp Biol 218, 1462. May 15, 2015,
http://jeb.biologists.org/content/218/10/1513.abstract
CBC News/Science and Technology, posted May 22, 2015
http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/an-octopus-can-see-using-its-skin-1.3083898
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Featured
Photographer:
Hal Everett

The Big Bad GPO of Shangri-La, Bainbridge Island
EOS 7D, Tokina 10-17mm@15mm, f14, 1/50, ISO 160
©Hal Everett

I have lived in Western Washington for nearly all of my
life, currently residing in Poulsbo¸Washington.
My diving experience began in 2001 and I continue to
split my time between cold water and tropical diving. My
favorite dive locations include Port Townsend, Bainbridge
Island, and Hood Canal in Washington State, Port Hardy
and Barkley Sound in British Columbia.
Longfin Gunnel, Port Townsend
EOS 70D, 100mm, f11, 1/160, ISO 160
©Hal Everett

Diving and underwater photography rapidly became
my main recreational passions. In 2002 I bought a Sony
MX-10 entry level underwater film camera. However,
I would keep less than 1 in 100 shots, leading to some
discouragement. I tried a Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
camera in 2003, and had much better results, but the
digital lag was very frustrating. At an underwater
Sea Lion at Race Rocks

photography seminar in 2004, I tried a pre-production

Nikon D2X, 16mm, f 9.0, 1/125, ISO 125

Nikon D70 and was sold for life on DSLRs.

©Hal Everett

Proliferating Anemones, Port Hardy
EOS 7D, 60mm, f14, 1/80
©Hal Everett

My current and all-time favorite underwater camera is
the Canon EOS 70D. It is relatively inexpensive, shoots
excellent stills, and is the first DSLR with the revolutionary
dual pixel autofocus, making it a very good video camera,
as well. The majority of my shooting is done with a Canon
60mm f2.8 macro lens. Much less commonly, I shoot
with a Tokina 10-17mm or the Canon 100mm f2.8 macro
USM. I use a Nauticam housing and 2 Inon Z-240 strobes.
Durability and dependability are far more important to
me than elegant features.

Post processing is done on

Lightroom 5, running on a Dell PC. Monitor calibration is
Decorated Warbonnet on Red Soft Coral
Browning Wall, EOS 7D, 60mm, f20, 1/160 sec, ISO 200
©Hal Everett

very important, and for this I use a Spyder 4.

For newer underwater photographers my advice is to dive
and shoot a lot. Know when and where your most desired
subjects are likely to be present, and place yourself there
as well. Great photo/video opportunities do not present
themselves frequently, and if you are not in the water
with practiced skills and equipment in hand they may not
present themselves at all. The easiest way to improve
your underwater photographs is to get closer to your
subject. When you think you are close enough, get closer
yet. Have fun and be safe.
Editor’s Note:
Hal’s book, Salish Sea Neigbors released February 2015,
can be viewed and purchased on Blurb.com or by clicking
here. His gallery of images can be viewed on his website –
http://www.pbase.com/hge54/northwest_underwater

White-and-Orange-Tipped Nudibranch
Port Hardy, EOS 7D, f13, 1/160, ISO 400
©Hal Everett

Tatoosh Island Sea Lions
EOS 70D, Tokina 10-17mm@14mm, f4, 1/60, ISO 160
©Hal Everett

Mosshead Warbonnet, Port Townsend
EOS 7D, 60mm, f11, 1/125
©Hal Everett
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Featured
Photographer:
Michel Joseph
By Kerry Enns

Canon T5i, 20mm, f/3.5, 1/100sec
© Michel Joseph

Born in Kirkland Lake, Ontario, Michel Joseph grew up in a
small community in the flat lands of Manitoba, about one
hour northeast of Winnipeg. He began his diving career in
1986 when a local plumber hired him to inspect a waterline
for a cottager. He had recently acquired his certification
through NAUI and then his Advanced and Ice specialties
through PADI. Within a year, at the age of 19, he formed
Diver For Hire. He focused on waterline inspections and
repairs and finally landing larger contracts for Tantalum
Mining Corporation, Ministry of Natural Resources and
several other companies. Interestingly, Diver for Hire is still
in operation today after 28 years.

Canon T5i, 20mm, f/3.5, 1/80 sec
© Michel Joseph

A good portion of Michel’s professional career
has been involved in the diving industry. In 1991,
he moved to British Columbia where he became
a PADI Master Instructor Trainer. Michel opened
Get Wet Adventures in Langley, BC. Eventually he
became an Instructor Trainer with International
Association of Nitrox and Technical Divers (IANTD).
After eight years in the business he relinquished
his ownership to his partners and secured a
position with ICBC (Insurance Corporation of BC)
currently as an Operational Excellence Leader.
Simultaneously, Michel formed

Pacific Scuba

Industries (PSI) which manufactured Nitrox
blending systems, did gear servicing and ran
excursions to blue water locations like Guadalupe
and Socorro Island.

Canon T5i, 15mm, f/3.5, 1/80 sec
© Michel Joseph

He was involved with cameras right from the beginning of his diving. He owned basic systems,
such as the Nikonos, Sea & Sea and SeaLife. However, in the last few years his focus moved toward
photography when he made the jump to his first
SLR system. This included a Canon T3i, Sea & Sea
housing and YS-D1 strobes, Big Blue lighting and
a top mounted GoPro. He also has a Canon T5i.
His underwater lens arsenal include the Sigma
10-20mm, Canon 60mm Macro and recently, a
Sigma 17-70mm zoom. But his favourite type of
photography is wide angle. He is a frugal shooter,
looking for the ‘million dollar shot’ and will sometimes end his dives without any images. Still, his
favourite part of his photography are the relationships formed in the process and sharing his images with family and friends.
Michel uses Lightroom for his post-processing. He
pays careful attention, either in camera or in post,
to items or spots in his photographs that distract
Canon T5i, 60mm, f/2.8, 1/100sec
© Michel Joseph

the viewer from noticing what is important in his
images.

His best advise for fellow photographers is to get
comfortable with their gear: both scuba and camera. The
best images will come when a diver takes time to become
proficient with what they have. Spectacular images can
come from the most basic of gear, when a diver knows its
capabilities. He continues to dive after 28 years. Why? “For
the love of the sport and all the interesting people I’ve met
in my travels over the years. It’s really about the people,”
Michel replies, “and being able to express those adventures
through underwater photography has certainly added a
new dimension to my professional career.”
Contact Michel directly at psi.nitrox@gmail.com

Canon T5i, 20mm, f/3.5, 1/80 sec
© Michel Joseph

Canon T5i, 10mm, f/11, 1/160sec
© Michel Joseph

Canon T5i, 43mm, f/8, 1/125sec
© Michel Joseph

Canon T5i, 60mm, f/11, 1/160sec
© Michel Joseph
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Featured
Photographer:
Reed
Grossnicklaus
I was born in the heart of the Willamette Valley and raised in the
creeks and streams of Western Oregon. In a climate where it rains
so much, it was just a matter of time before I made my way to the
ocean. With the abundance of water in the landscape, I needed to know how to swim to make the most of my surroundings.
Childhood summers revolved around lessons at the local pool
in the morning, open swims in the afternoon and wading in the
creek and wetlands until dark. In our backyard, under the canopy of redwood trees, my brother and I made use of the clay soil
to make cities of mud. When we got bored with our creations the
‘great flood’ always devastated the township. It was the 1960’s.
Canon Powershot A630, ISO 80,7.3mm, f/3.2, 1/1,250
©Reed Grossnicklaus

Jacques Cousteau filled my imagination showing me a
window into another world. The divers of the Calypso
became my heroes. They were the explorers of Earth’s
last frontier who created their own dive gear, cameras
and housings to record their journeys. Around that same
time, I had a mentor in the Big Brother program who was
a wildlife photographer. He took me on photo projects
and afterwards, we developed film and printed images in
his dark room. To see an image we found in nature, gradually appear on paper in a solution under dim light was
magic! That was the beginning of my photographic exploration. By the 80’s, while earning an MFA, I took scuba
diving for P.E. credit and began my formal dive training.
The tripod for my carrier was now set: Art, Photography
and Diving.
I’m a macro photographer. My subject matter is small sea
life and surface patterns of water. Wave action can trap
air and cast shadows that stretch in the trail of its wake.
Just underneath the surface, an Alice in Waterland place
exists, where looking up it feels like you could keep swimming into the sky. This is the space where I create my art.

Canon Powershot A630, ISO80, 7.4mm, f/2.8, 1/15
©Reed Grossnicklaus

I use two cameras mounted on re-purposed bicycle handlebars
with dual camera supports. One is a Canon a650 and the other is
a SeaLife 1200. I’m a strong believer in having redundant equipment so why not bring two cameras as well? My light source is
two UK40s held on by silicone-mask straps with a chain of zip
ties tethering them on to each end. The straps give me unlimited positioning along the bar for illumination. I use two opaque
35mm film canisters that I slip on or off to diffuse the light. I can
push shutters with one hand while my other hand is free for a
third light, a Helix Aquaflash set on slave setting.
The marvels of the Canon a650 are that it has all the basic features of a DSLR. My favorite is the macro setting, which has the
ability to preset or manual-focus down to 1cm. The SeaLife 1200
has nearly all the same abilities plus an underwater interchangeable 24mm lens. The entire set-up with dual mounts allows me
to shoot both cameras simultaneously for video and stills. The
compact size allows access into tight spots where only an arm
can reach, and I can keep it protected close to my body in heavy
surge while being tumbled across boulders.

Canon Powershot A620, ISO 50, 7.3mm, f/5, 1/1,000
©Reed Grossnicklaus

To be an underwater photographer off the Oregon Coast
you have to have the desire and willingness to expose
yourself to extreme conditions in order to capture the
moment. It’s cold and dark and there are times when
you can’t see the depth gauge in the palm of your hand.
Visibility can be six to eight feet before the algae bloom
or krill hatch. The surge can easily throw you ten to fifteen feet and then back again. To get good pictures you
have to find pockets of calm in turbulent waters where
sea life is taking shelter in harsh conditions on the reef.
Once in position, be still. Fish are checking you out and
deciding if you’re a predator or just an oddity. Divers
make a whole lot of noise with their bubbles so calm
your breathing down. Don’t have anything hanging off
your body that could get hooked on structures. Pockets
in BC’s are there for a reason, all that shiny gear makes
noise and scares the fish away. Try to keep flashlight
activity to a minimum; waving around a bright beam
startles fish.

Canon Powershot A650 , ISO 80, 7.4mm, f/3.2, 1/400
©Reed Grossnicklaus

Canon T5i, ISO500, 60mm, f/3.2, 1/80
©Reed Grossnicklaus

When framing a photo follow the rule of thirds for composition but don’t be afraid to bend the rules. You can use
the surface as a backdrop with a fill-in flash to highlight
your subject. Create a tripod-like set-up without damaging the life around you. Nudibranches, anemones and certain fish hold still so go ahead and set the shutter as slow
as you need to. I sometimes have mine set as low as ¼ to
1 second to get the effect I desire. Pay attention to your
depth of field. Shooting at a low f/stop can reduce background distractions that draw the attention away from
the subject. Lighting is everything. Move the placement of
your strobes to bring out your subject matter. Lastly read
your camera book, get to know the equipment and push
it to its limits.

Canon Powershot A650, ISO80, 7.4mm, f/4, 1/400
©Reed Grossnicklaus

My indicator to end the dive is not if I’m low on air,
but when my hands become claw-like due to the
cold-water temperature and I can’t push the shutter. I often come home bruised and bloody, but if
nothing is broken and I still have all my gear, then
it was a good day. At least I have a fish story to tell
and sometimes a good picture to go with it.
My favorite ocean dives are Newport Pinnacles,
Gregory Point and Baltimore Rock at Cape Arago,
Orford Reef and Winchester Bay Triangle. For photo
processing, I currently use Lightroom-4.

Email: ReedGrossnicklaus@centurytel.net
Facebook link HERE

Canon Powershot A620, ISO50, 7.3mm, f/4, 1/125
©Reed Grossnicklaus

Editor’s Note: Reed is more than an underwater photographer. As we
corresponded, it became known to me that he is a sculptor. I thought it
appropriate to include his art. What wonderful serendipity that we have
two water-based artists in this feature! I asked Reed to write a little bit
on his art.
My inspiration to create comes from many childhood experiences while
growing up in Oregon. My work has developed a water theme from being in a place where it is an abundant resource. I am sort of a creature
of habit. My Inspirations comes from my environment and my work
tends to change as the spaces around me change. I am inspired by images of eroding canyons on high mountain streams, gravel bars of the
valley farmland and aquatic life.
The salmon is a subject I have spent some time with: its life cycle intrigues me. It is born in fresh water, spends its life in salt water and
returns to spawn in the streams it came from and then dies. Its carcass
can be found on riverbanks decomposing and releasing rich nutrients
to make the sand in the banks so fertile.
I had come across one of these fish along the river and cast a mold of
its form. I wanted to show the varied shapes it can take on when viewed
through water. The distortions of the fish shape moving in rippling water are abstractions that I have tried to capture in a clay sculpture. I
incorporate my theme of motion with firing methods that can accent
these surfaces. Primarily salt and wood-fire is how I render them complete. Fire enters the kiln and exits by a path of least resistance much
like a stream eroding its basin and depositing sediment. The element
of ash in the wood fire and sodium chloride in the salt-fire follow the
flames trail and deposit particles on the surface of the form. It then
begins to flux the clay with temperature making a gradational color
across the sculpture.

Each piece becomes unique to the fire and el-

ement it was exposed to. Clay has a sort of permanence that allows it
to be displayed outside so the sculptures can be placed in water where
the inspiration of the form originated.

©Reed Grossnicklaus

©Reed Grossnicklaus
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Creating Great
Underwater Videos:
Part 3 – The Video
Camera and Housing
By Michael Meagher

In this part of the series Making Great Underwater Videos

models have underwater housings made for them and

dome port, accessories (such as Leak Check devices),

I will discuss some Video Camera and Housing topics.

that is because it costs the manufacturers thousands of

vacuum pump ports and video lights. The accessory with

In later articles, I will dive into the more creative topics

dollars to engineer and tool up for a specific camera. If

the shallowest depth rating will be your maximum depth

of film making, storytelling, underwater lighting tricks,

you purchase the camera first, you might discover that

limit.

techniques, color grading and editing. There’s much to

there is no housing for your particular model.
Buoyancy: I prefer my camera rig to be slightly negative,

cover about video cameras that I will only discuss some
underwater related issues here. For a more general

When shopping fully investigate the available ports, flat

but never positive because sometimes I set my system

overview of digital cameras take a look at the reference

and dome, and which lens models are supported. From

on a sandy bottom to adjust my dive gear, or mount it on

book “The Filmmakers Handbook” by Ascher & Pincus.

that, figure out if the camera and lens you desire will be

a tripod, or clip it and hang it from my BCD while doing

It’s an excellent reference.

compatible. If you plan to add a close up diopter inside a

a deco stop. Also it could float away when positively

flat port make sure there is room to install the diopter you

buoyant if left unattended.

intend to use.

camera installed are neutral or negative and when you

Shop for the Housing First, then the
Camera
That’s right do it in this order. Only a few select camera

Most housings with the

add lights and arms soon become very negative. You may
If you are a tech diver and like to dive deep, watch the
depth rating not only for the housing but also for the

have to add floats to the rig to make it closer to neutral.

and histogram allow you to dial in the exposure to fit into
A major amount of my effort while filming underwater is

the camera’s sensor dynamic range and get the most out

adjusting the exposure. My goal is to get as much of the

of your sensor’s capabilities.

subject into the camera sensor’s range of exposure. I don’t
want to “blow out” or overexpose the bright highlights or

During a dive I take along with me an exposure “slate” such

underexpose the blacks. When shooting in auto exposure,

as the DSC Splash or the DeepPro WBCC Slate and use it as

this can happen too often.

a tool to fine tune exposure. These slates have white, gray
and black panels. The slate is set or held by my buddy at

GoPro Housing Controls

Camera / Housing Controls You Might
Desire
Your style of filming and your budget will impact the

When shooting GoPro video I have to give up total control

the subject, then illuminated by any artificial or natural

of exposure because it is only designed for auto exposure.

lighting and I adjust the exposure while monitoring the

With the GoPro I can switch during a dive between Spot to

zebras and histogram readings.

Average metering modes depending on the subject and
lighting. I find that Spot Metering more often works best
for me. A specialty GoPro housing such as the DeepPro
housing or others have larger controls that allow you to
access the camera’s metering settings and to make this
change while underwater.

camera and housing you choose. If you like things simple
and automatic then a simple point and shoot rig with
auto exposure, auto focus, auto white balance and very
few controls is a less expensive choice.

Zebra / Histogram
Some prosumer and professional video cameras have an
exposure tool called “zebra stripes”. These are diagonal

White Balance Control (WB)

lines that appear when the subject’s exposure exceeds

This is the second most used manual control of my video

If you desire to produce more professional looking video,

a level. I configure my

housing. For me, I make every attempt to capture colors

then you have to take creative control of your camera and

camera for my zebra’s

to as close to as perfect while on the bottom. That way

adapt to the underwater situations and do more manual

to appear at pure white

only minor color grading adjustments are required in

adjustments. This also means a higher budget for a

or 100IRE. When these

post-production. “Do it right in production and make it

camera and housing that support these features.

appear the whites are

brilliant in post” is the motto. Don’t rely on color grading

blown out and data is

to “fix” excessive color balance problems. There is only

Exposure / Lens Aperture Control
This is important for me. When filming with a camcorder

being lost.

Zebras and Histogram
Example

so much data in your recorded images that can be
manipulated.

or a mirror less camera such as the Lumix GH4 or Cinema

A histogram is a graphical representation of the range

cameras, I almost always prefer to use manual exposure.

of tones from blacks to whites. You can see when blacks

All video cameras have a built in image processor which

I often will enter the water in auto mode “just in case” I

are “crushed” and when whites are over-saturated and in

converts the sensor’s RAW data to watchable video. It

have a rare encounter with a whale but soon I find myself

both cases data is lost. Used in combination, the zebras

assumes what is proper color and contrast. White balance

switching to manual exposure and taking total control.

is using a white or gray standard to tell the camera what

the colors pretty close to accurate and minimal color

are proper colors. White and gray are composed of equal

correction is needed later.

amounts of red, blue and greens and the camera is able
to determine proper colors when it knows what white is.
If you’re filming with a GoPro and video lights, you can set
your GoPro to 5500K or 6500K which will match up close

Cinema Cameras and a few others higher end cameras
record the unprocessed sensor data such as RAW, Cinema
DNG, and or some have “film” or LOG color settings that

to the color of your lights and fine tune it later in post.

capture a “flat” color profile.

Look for video cameras with some manual control of

These cameras specifically avoid having the camera

the WB. You will see settings such as Sunlight, Indoor,
or actual light Kelvin settings such as 4800K or 5500K,
or Auto White Balance (AWB). Auto White Balance is an
easy simple, quick way to get video done. The down side
is that underwater is different because as the distance
between your subject and the lens varies so does the
colors due to the water’s filtration of the white light. The
AWB will be constantly adjusting during filming and you
can see the colors change during your video. That might
be acceptable to you, or it might not.
If not, you need a housing that has a control that lets
you manually “set” the WB. You are telling the camera
this is the proper colors. During the dive I take with me
a waterproof white slate. I position the slate at or near

decide any colors and you make that determination later
in post-production during color grading. This is how it’s
done by filmmakers using REDs, Blackmagic, or a few
other platforms.
When filming using a mirrorless GH4 I shoot a custom
“flat” color profile that looks washed out in post bring the
colors, contrast and exposure to life. This also requires
me to take short clips of a Color Balance “standard”
underwater at the subject’s position. This standard has
color panels or panels of white, gray and black. These
are used as a reference point later when color grading to
bring out the colors and contrast. It’s a lot of work but this

Focus Control
Most of the time I choose to record using auto focus.
There’s so much going on while diving, controlling my
body and buoyancy is enough. If auto focus works then I
use it. However, there are times when auto focus “hunts”
and locks on the wrong subject. For example when in
open water with a diver in the distance the focus may not
lock on. When recording macro through a flat port or with
a close up diopter, I take manual control of the focus. I
preset the focus and move the camera physically “in and
out” until my subject is sharp. Often I use a tripod in this
situation.
Focus Peaking
Peaking is a feature of higher end video cameras that

method yields some of the best results and is how most

is handy for my poor vision. Focus peaking will show a

motion pictures and television shows are done.

bright thin colored line around the subjects that are in

the subject, illuminated it with any artificial or natural

sharp focus. It’s a great assist especially underwater when

lighting and then press the “set wb” function. This gets

trying to view a small screen trough a mask and inside a
housing. I use it always.
Shutter Speed
This is something that you can preset on the surface but
you will find that higher end housings offer these controls
as well. Fine tuning to a slower shutter speed of about
1/30sec or so on slow moving subjects, helps in low
light situations. Setting a higher shutter for fast moving

White Balance and Color Correction Slates

subjects, such as dolphins in bright light, may lessen blur.

Housing with Lots of Controls

We’ll cover those later.

ISO Controls

through port, you can cover both wide angle and also

ISO is the light sensitivity range and tells the camera

moderate close up images, all in one setup.

what middle grey tones should be, and the camera then

Port Options – Glass vs. Plastic / Coatings: Be careful. Not

decides what is black, what is white, what’s in between

all dome ports are the same. Don’t go cheap on this area.

proper exposure. ISO is sometimes changed for creative

Some are simple concentric domed design and work

results.

great but allow minimal zooming and best work at widest

Image Stabilization (IS): This is another nice feature that is
usually standard with a traditional video camcorder, but
actually may not be included on higher end cameras. IS

coverage. Also, the zoomed in the image can go soft.
More advanced dome / wide angle ports allow zooming
100% through the zoom range.

is a feature used in-camera to reduce blurring associated

The rule of thumb was that plastic ports are generally

with motion during exposure. Sometimes IS is built into

acceptable, but glass is optically superior. For most ports

lenses. Either way, any sort of image stabilization will be

that is still true. Good glass tends to have better light

handy especially while diving.

transmission properties and can be coated. However

Gain Control / ND Filters
Often also found in higher end cameras these are tools that
are used to “eek out” the most of you your sensors light
gathering capabilities. Turning up the gain is amplifying
the sensitivity of the image sensor. Increasing the gain
may help see an image in lower light levels but the tradeoff is more sensor noise and digital artifacts introduced
into the image.
A Neutral Density (ND) filter is used to decrease the
amount of light entering the camera. Yes, sometimes
it can happen. It’s used in brightly lit scenes in order to
allow use of a slower shutter speed or larger lens aperture
opening, in order to achieve certain effects.
Zoom Control
This is a handy control to have if your camera has a zoom
lens. I personally don’t like to “zoom” in the image during
the recording of a take and instead zoom between takes
in order to adjust framing. How you use it you decide, but
good to have. With the right camera and a good zoom

newer plastic domes are hitting the market that have
much improved light transmission properties, so don’t
rule out ports made from these newer materials.
Glass ports often have an Anti Reflective (AR) coating
applied to reduce reflections and flair. This is helpful
and a great feature for the inside of a port. It helps
reduce seeing the camera lens reflected on the inside
of the dome. Having AR coating on the outside of a port
is debatable, and has little or no advantage. Plus if you
scratch or ding the exterior AR coating it will appear as a
dark spot in your images. Manufacturers are trending to
no AR coating on the outside of a port these days.
Lighting arm mounting points
Your housing should have some method to mount at least
two video arms. Most come with the US standard of ¼-20
female threads for attach points. You also may want some
sort of handling tray and handles which make managing
the rig easier underwater. Ideally adjustable handles so
you can move them to your feel or to fit a gloved hand.

Ultralight Style Connector
Video Light Arms Ultralight vs Lock line
There are basically two camps on this, the plastic
segmented Loc-Line arm users and the more rigid
Ultralight style arm users. It’s a personal preference and
filming style decision to make. The Ultralight system and
knock offs use rigid metal arm segments connected with
1” diameter ball joints and a big wing-nut style tightening
clamp. This system allows you to solidly lock your
arms into position. Dive boat deckhands love picking
up a rig using this system. The downside is these arms
often require two hands to adjust and reposition a light
depending on the lights weight.
Loc-Line arms are used by others. These are the segmented plastic ball joints snapped together to build a highly
articulating arm. They weigh less than the Ultralight system, and these arms are easy to adjust on the fly with a
simple one handed push and pull or twist. The downside
is that they “creak” and make noise when moved. They
are difficult to snap together by hand however there is
a tool you can buy to help assemble segments. I’ve also
had to train dive boat deckhands to not carry my rig by
these arms as they may come apart out of water.

Video Lights

Intensity

other lights larger lumen values but very wide coverage

There is much to cover here about lights so I will briefly

Get as much intensity as you can afford. The more Lumens

and these two lights had the same light intensity (f stop)

touch on some underwater related areas to consider.

the better... you will need it, especially in our dark local

at a given distance. The only way to compare accurately is

PNW waters. When filming in bright warm water situations

by conducting a side by side comparison of the intensity

such as a bright day or tropical waters, you will need even

of the light.

brighter lights because you need more intensity in order
to overpower the ambient sunlight. Most lights have

Coverage and Pattern

some way to reduce the power output if desired, so never

Video lights cost more than dive lights because they

worry about a light being too intense.

feature a wide, diffused, even, smooth light pattern. You
pay for this design feature and you need it when filming.

Not all Lumens are Equal: Disregard the manufacturer’s

Don’t try to use a traditional narrow angle dive light for

advertised lumen ratings as a way to compare lights

video if you are serious, you’ll get a hot spot. Look at the

from one manufacturer to another. It doesn’t work. Such

light on the wall in a dark room to check for evenness.

ratings are good comparing models for a given firm but

UltraLight and Loc Line Arms

do not apply comparing two company’s lights. They don’t

Extreme wide angle of coverage is great if you have only

measure lumens the same way. I’ve seen some lights

one video light or film in somewhat clear water. However

with a certain lumen value and a narrow coverage and

wide coverage becomes a disadvantage in extremely dirty
water. I like wide coverage generally for most situations
where visibility is 25 feet or more. However when filming
on a 10 foot vis day, I actually prefer lights with narrower
coverage, about 60 degree wide, so that I can selectively
aim the lights and minimize unnecessary backscatter.
Wider coverage lights are harder to manage backscatter.
Internal or Replaceable Batteries: Some lights have built
in batteries, this design reduces the chance of flooding a
light. If you like that, buy it. A downside is when your
built in batteries stop holding a charge in a few years
(which they all do) you are out of luck.
I have never experienced a light flooding so that feature
is not a concern to me. I personally find the benefits of
replaceable batteries a great feature. I buy extra batteries
and chargers when I purchase my lights and on a multi
dive day trips I swap out and put in a fresh battery cell
before every dive. Video lights rarely last as long as the

manufacture claims. Having extra chargers and cells

Recording Formats

give me equipment redundancy which has come in

This subject is best researched online or in the

handy on some far away multi-day trips.

Filmmakers Handbook that I mentioned prior. What
applies topsides also applies underwater. If you are
intending to sell your video for broadcast production
then you need to research this topic. Not all recording
codecs,bit rates, and color depths are the same and
broadcasters have stringent format requirements.

Video Light LEDs
Color Temperture

Generally, the less expensive and consumer oriented

Larger sensors are in vogue for terrestrial film makers

the camera, the more highly compressed the video

and they will specifically shop for a larger sensor

file is. More compression means slightly lower image

because the large sensor coupled with a good lens

quality. This comes into play when trying to color grade

can achieve some cinematic shallow focus looks. This

video and in reducing imaging artifacts. Higher quality

however is often not the case for underwater film

Codecs, bit rate, color depth are easier to color grade

makers as we tend to use dome ports and wide angle

and get better results.

lenses, which tend to have deep depth of field anyways.

Not all video lights offer the same “light”. Cheaper lights

It’s difficult to obtain a shallow cinematic DOF using a

use less expensive LEDs and tend to run “cool” and with

Less expensive consumer cameras are generally

dome port. I think you’ll get more benefit in terms of

a blueish color temp in the 6500K- 6000K color range.

designed to be plugged in directly to a TV for playback

low light performance from a large sensor than you will

Warmer lights will improve the reds and oranges in your

and the recorded files were not intended for computer

for shallow DOF when filming underwater.

subjects, in the 5500K range but tend to cost more. You

editing and color manipulation. As such, highly

can add warming filters to the cooler lights to attempt

compressed files such as used in the GoPro and other

In future segments of this series we will finally begin

to warm their color this but the light will lose a bit of

cameras are difficult to edit real time. The more

covering some film making techniques that you can use

intensity.

expensive professional grade camera’s and systems use

while underwater to capture your video. Stay tuned.

less compressed files, edit ready CODECS, but require
Color Rendering Index (CRI)

more and faster data storage requirements.

This is a measure of the color spectrum quality of the
light. It’s a measure of how vivid and realistic the colors

Camera Imaging Sensor Size

of your subject. A light having a CRI of 100 is reproducing

This is yet another subject for you to research. Not all

sunlight. High CRI numbers in video lights are expensive

camera sensors are the same. For us divers, a larger

to obtain. You pay for what you get here.

sensor mean better low light performance, less sensor
noise. The image looks cleaner and with less noise from
larger sensor camera vs a smaller sensor camera.
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Lightroom CC
& Lightroom 6
Released
by Dan Clements

This past April Adobe released its new version(s) of
Lightroom: Lightroom Creative Cloud and Lightroom

New Features
Adobe has incorporated several new features into the

• Panoramic Merge (Combine vertical or horizontal

images to create panorama images).

6. This article will discuss some of the new features,

newly released Lightroom. Some of the major include:

along with the future of being able to purchase, rather

• Faster GPU performance for editing images.

• Support for touch enabled PC’s.

than rent, Lightroom. While these two products are very

• Gradient Changes. (Manual use of a brush).

• Ability to import directly into collections

similar, Adobe is starting to include additional features

• HDR Merge (Takes two images and combines them

• Music based slide show transitions.

into Lightroom CC.

into a single HDR photo, while leaving the two originals
in place).

• Facial Recognition (Ability to recognize faces).

• Include up to ten songs in a slide-show.

From my perspective, with one notable exception, the

rather than rent, Lightroom?

generates $149 for Lightroom 6, and $360 for Lightroom
CC. So Adobe could lose 60% of its Lightroom customers

new features are relatively minor improvements. And only
the first two, faster processing and changes to gradients,

This topic is open to much debate, but it appears Adobe

will be beneficial to underwater photographers.

has started “strongly” encouraging users to migrate to the

and still come out ahead financially.

subscription (rental) model. While very similar, Lightroom

Bottom line: if you are a hobbyist who is opposed to

The one really beneficial improvement is the improved

6 and Lightroom CC have differences. For example, mobile

Adobe’s rent to own model, you may want to start

GPU, or processor performance. The graphic below, taken

app and cloud integration are only available in Lightroom

seriously looking at non-Adobe photo processing models.

from the Adobe Press Deck, will give you an idea of the

CC. It appears the transition has already begun.

If you are a photographer who uses Photoshop as well as
Lightroom, Adobe’s Creative Cloud photography bundle

increases in processing speed for various computers.

Rent vs Own

If you look at the economics, it is pretty easy to see why

is a “no brainer.” For everyone else, get ready to see Adobe

Adobe wants to port users to the Creative Cloud version.

move to a subscription only model for Lightroom.

This is the first time Lightroom has been released as a

At $149 for Lightroom 6, and $10/month for the Creative

rent to use, Cloud version. This begs the question, how

Cloud photography bundle of Lightroom and Photoshop,

long into the future will individuals be able to purchase,

the normal three year product replacement cycle
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Taking the jump from Auto mode to Manual mode on the You can read Mike’s article for more advanced concepts. ister the color of the light and its intensity. Depending on
camera can be daunting. Many, many people survive just His article on video touches on these concepts. If you are the camera, the sensor size will vary. When you see the
fine on Auto mode, but the underwater photographer will a new subscriber, perhaps you might find these charts term ‘Full Frame Camera’, that means the sensor size is
struggle. We divers know that conditions below the water useful.

the same as a 35mm film (like in the old days). Most of us

push all of our equipment to their limits. Photography is

use a camera whose sensor is cropped down to some de-

no different.

Back to Basics

gree. There is a chart in Mike’s article on Video that shows

Photography is all about capturing light. The sensor cap- the crop. Suffice it to say, that all cameras have a sensor
For many of you readers, Manual is old hat. You made the tures that light and translates it into data. On this sensor that records light and color – some more than others.
jump a long time ago and haven’t turned back. Awesome! there are light sensitive electronics. Each sensor can reg-

The Metaphor Upon Which to Hang the
Conceptual Hat

the sunglasses, the more sensitive the sensor will be to
light, but with sacrifice. Higher ISOs, or dark sunglasses,

Every camera has three ways in which it can adjust the will produce digital noise or a graininess to the image.
amount of light hitting those sensors. Think of it as a window. The size of the window and the blinds on the win-

Aperture Effects

dow will affect how much light comes in the room.

When I was a kid, I needed glasses, but I wouldn’t admit it.
So my coping technique to seeing the board was to roll up

The size of the window, for this metaphor, is the aperture. a paper in the shape of the cone making sure the hole was
The bigger the window, the more light will be let in. We re- very tiny. The smaller the hole, the sharper the board. Try
fer to these setting as f-stop. The smaller the number, the it, but don’t poke your eye. Aperture is the same concept.
bigger your window is. It takes time to get used to it, but A closed down aperture, that is f16 or f22, is going to have

DOF: f/6.3 on 105mm macro lens

you will. Sometimes, photogs will throw terms like ‘it’s a a large depth of focusing. But a wide open aperture, f/1.8
really fast lens’, which simply means it can let in so much or f/4.5 the band of focus will be narrower. See the examlight, you need to speed up the shutter. It took me months ples of the brittle star below.
to figure this one out and it came in an ah-ha moment. It
seems photography is like that. I digress.

For example, let’s use my 11-17 Tokina at 17mm on my
Nikon D7100. With my subject at 3’ away, I’ll have a band
of focus (Depth of Field – DOF) of 1.81’. If I change that to
f/11, my Depth of Field increases to 8.33’. Anything outside that band will be blurry, photogs call this blurry effect ‘bokeh’. Sometimes it’s nice to have a less distracting
background, so widening the aperture is a nice way to do
that. To see how this works with your camera, check out

DOF: f/13 on 105mm macro lens

the on-line Depth of Field calculator found HERE.

The blinds are the shutter speed. You can choose how
long to leave the blinds open. Most of the time, these are
referred to in fractions of a second: 1/100th or 1/250th,
etc. The longer the blind (shutter) is open, the more the
sensor will be exposed.
The ISO component to of this metaphor is likened to the
filtering effect of sunglasses, which can be light or dark.
Let’s just say that the higher the ISO number, or the lighter

Example of shallow DOF: f/4.5 on 105mm macro lens

DOF: f/20 on 105mm macro lens

Shutter Effects

get that beautiful field of kelp in the background, or the At the top of the wreck, I may have my shutter speed at

The faster the shutter, the more you will stop the motion. ship looming behind the fish, it just won’t work. So one of 1/100, f/8 and ISO400. As I go deeper, I’m going to need to
This one is probably the easiest concept to understand. the adjustment choices is to increase the ISO. One under- make adjustments because I’ll be loosing ambient light.
The rule of thumb is that your shutter speed should not water photographer told me that he starts his wide angle Maybe I’ll open my aperture to f/5.6 or wider if my lens
be less than the focal length. The reason is to reduce the dives with ISO400 then increases is as needed to get that lets me AND bump my ISO to 640 or 800 to make the senshake of your hands. So if I’m using my 105mm lens, my green water. In fact, he turns off his strobes and adjusts sor more sensitive.
shutter speed should never go below 1/100. I tend to use the ISO until he has the color he wants, then turns the
1/160 - 1/250 for that lens.

strobes on to light the foreground.

But common sense must prevail. You are about to jump Just a note here, though. Don’t mistake noise created
into the water with sea lions or sharks, who move quickly. from an under-exposed image with noise from a high ISO.
You’ve set your camera to a nice short focal length so that Sometimes an image is just too dark to fix.
you can capture the entire animal, let’s say it 20mm. A
shutter speed of 1/20 would be silly. They will be blurred.

The Trio or Triangle

Better to start with 1/200 and adjust from there.

All of these are inter-connected. And confusing at first.
Let’s go back to that window. If you were to change that
window to a larger window, but wanted the same amount
of light, then you would need to open and close the blinds
faster, after you cleaned up the mess, of course. It is the
same with the camera.
Let’s say that your auto settings told you that f/16, Rest assured it takes a while to get this. Start with taking
1/250sec, and ISO200 were going to give you just the lots of images above water. Go to the back yard and chose

This image was taken at 1/40 sec for motion blur.

ISO Effects

right exposure. That’s a great starting point. But, you re- a flower or bug or the neighbor’s kid. Set the camera on
ally want a nice soft background, so you decide to widen Auto and see what it decides. Take note of the settings.
the aperture (make the number smaller) to f/5.6. If you Switch to Manual and start adjusting the Aperture and
didn’t change anything, your image would now be over- Shutter speed, leaving the ISO alone for a while. Notice

The smaller the number on the ISO, the finer the grain. exposed. You are going to need to speed up the shutter the background blurring and crisping up. Notice the
Higher ISO will give a grainy texture, and sometimes this and/or reduce the ISO. For simplicity, let’s just adjust the motion blur increasing or decreasing. I find it takes
is fine. Most of the time, however, we try to reduce it. shutter speed. You’ll need to bump that exposure up to several tries at this to solidify the concept. I did this on a

While I’m shooting macro, I am completely relying on my 1/2000sec. If you reduce your ISO to 100, then your shut- holiday to PEI, much to my husband’s dismay – Auto first
strobes to light up the object. It’s safe for me to go with a ter speed would need to be 1/1000sec. These numbers are then Manual, repeatedly, until I got it. My understanding
based on the Sunny 16 Exposure Chart used for above wa- grew incredibly. Give it a go. Play. Then you will begin to
low ISO of 100, 160 or 200.
ter photography, but the concept for underwater remains gain control of the art you create instead of letting your
camera decide.
Since my strobes can only light up about 3’, if I’m trying to the same.

51 Where The Wild Things Are

One of
These Things is
Not Like the Other
During the months of July and August we are looking for
Zoanthids and Cup Corals.
Written by Kerry Enns

2015 July/August PNWDiver

In an effort to learn more about the creatures that we
enjoy photographing, this section “Where The Wild Things
Are” will showcase several different plants or animals.
In conjunction with Donna Gibbs from the Vancouver
Aquarium, we will analyze charts of different animal
categories found in the Strait of Georgia to determine
what has been the most plentiful, historically. It is the
magazine’s hope that you will draw inspiration from this
information and find your own sample images. I will try
to be as accurate as possible with the information found
for each, and apologize in advance for any conflicting
information.
Last issue we looked at sponges, and I was astonished
with how observant I became as a result. This edition let’s
focus on Zoanthids and Cup Corals. I’m extremely grateful
to Lee Newman who has provided us with three fantastic
examples. I noticed that when I went out searching for
specimens to take pictures of, tan and orange corals were
plentiful, but Brown Oval Cup Coral was far more difficult. It
very well may be the sites I visit. But tuck these examples of
corals into your head and go for a scavenger hunt.

© Kerry Enns
Nikon D7100, 105mm macro, f/11, 1/250sec, ISO 100

Happy hunting!

©Lee Newman
Whytecliff Park, Howe Sound,
Canon 7D, 28-105 @105mm, f18, 1/60th, ISO 100, two DS-160 strobes

Orange Zoanthid

©Lee Newman
Port Hardy, British Columbia
Canon 7D, 100mm macro, f22, 1/160th, ISO 100, two DS-160 strobes

Orange Cup Coral

(Epizoanthus scotinus)

(Balanophyllia elegans)

Orange Zoanthids can be found on vertical walls or the underside of rocks within and below

The Orange Cup Coral is a solitary species. I recall noticing this coral for the first time in Camp-

recreational diving depths. The polyps are only a few centimeters high and prefer low to

bell River, tucked away in a bay and away from the strong currents. It was brilliant orange

moderate currents. Orange Zoanthids create beautiful mats of softness, since they are

with translucent tentacles. Simple gorgeous. They can get about the size of a quarter across

prolific asexual creatures.

and equally as tall. They prefer to remain within recreational diving depths.

Some general information:
Although zoanthids looks like anemones, they are actually their own thing. They differ from soft coral because they incorporate sand and other material to help make their
structure. The polyps are connected by a mat at the base.
Cup Corals are considered a Hard Coral. They create their own calcium disc upon which they ‘sit’. Their transparent tentacles are best seen at night when feeding. In the Pacific
Northwest, cup corals are solitary, not like the tropical reef-building corals.

©Lee Newman
Whytecliff Park, Howe Sound,
Canon 7D, 100mm macro, f16, 1/125th, ISO 100, two DS-160 strobes

©Charlie Gibbs
Nootka Sound area

Tan Cup Coral

Brown Cup Coral

(Caryophyllia alaskensis)

(Paracyathus stearnsi)

This coral also prefers low to moderate currents and can get to be about the size of a quarter

The Brown Cup Coral has a large depth range from Subtidal to quite deep. They are not found

across but seems to sit squatter than the Orange Cup Coral. They prefer subtidal depths re-

on the inside waters but on the outer coast. They are similar to the Tan Cup Coral but are oval

stricted by the basic Open Water guidelines, so all divers can look for these. These are similar

in shape. They can be Loonie or Fifty-cent Piece sized. As with all the cup corals, they like to

to Brown Cup Coral but are round. They sit on a limestone or calcium disc and have many

plant themselves on rocks. The brown cup coral has fewer tentacles and may be either clear

short, transparent tentacles. The centers can be beige, brown or even pink.

or with slight green iridescence.

Sources:
Harbo, Rick M. 2010. Whelks to Whales: Coastal Marine Life of the Pacific Northwest. Madeira Park, BC: Harbour Publishing.
Lamb, Andy and Bernard P. Hanby. 2005. Marine Life of the Pacific Northwest: A photographic Encyclopedia of Invertebrates, Seaweeds and Selected Fishes.
Madeira Park, BC: Harbour Publishing.
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Travel
Corner
This issue we are featuring travel opportunities from Eiko Jones.
Featured in May 2014 issue of PNWDiver, his work can be seen at
http://www.eikojonesphotography.com

Heber River
Photo by Kerry Enns

		

Campbell River Area Salmon, River and
Salt Water Diving
Due to unforeseen circumstances, we have had to cancel the dates
posted on the last issue. However, diving the canyons near Campbell
River and diving with the Pink Salmon is an experience you want to
take in. Last year several of us went out to the Island, under the guiding expertise of Eiko Jones. It was awesome!
During the summer and fall months the rivers of British Columbia
teem with Pacific Salmon as they migrate their way back to the
spawning grounds. Join in on a Salmon Safari / Canyon Diving tour
and witness this spectacle first hand. The clear waters that flow
through Vancouver Islands rugged terrain offer an adventure like no
other.

Heber River
Photo by Kerry Enns

Contact Eiko Jones directly for more information, and visit his website: http://www.salmondiving.com

		

SEA OF CORTEZ
July 9th – 16th 2016: Midriff Islands Photo Workshop

Join us July 9-16 2016 on the well-equipped Rocio del

featured in many magazines and he has had his images

Daily Photo Workshops

Mar for a fabulous week of maximum diving with sea lions

shown in Galleries in Canada and the US.

•

& fish, and snorkeling off pangas with as many big ani-

Workshops will be given daily on topics such as
wide-angle and macro underwater photography,

mals as we can find - whale sharks, sperm whales, pilot

Trip Features

whales, dolphins, etc.

•

Extended time with whale sharks

strobe exposure and positions, avoiding backscatter,

•

Expert underwater photo instruction daily

composition, post processing and workflow, and top-

•

Extra dives with sea lions & any large schools of fish

side photography.

Your host is Pro Photographer Eiko Jones, an award winning UW photographer who specialises in creative and
dramatic photography. Eiko will show you how to take

we find

ambient light shots, snorkeling with large animals,

•

We will be spending extra time photographing big

Extra time snorkeling off pangas with sperm whales,

animals - sperm whales, dolphins, sea lions, whale

that perfect wide-angle, macro or critter behavior shot.

dolphins & pilot whales Up to 4 dives a day, best time

sharks, and schools of fish. The Northern Sea of Cor-

As well as plenty of opportunities for topside images.

to dive Northern Sea of Cortez

tez also has plenty of small fish, nudibranchs, moray

•

Fly into Phoenix, or drive from LA - it’s so easy!

eels, arrow crabs, jawfish, hawkfish, horn sharks, pike

•

Beginner photographers and non-photographers

blennies, rays and seahorses.

Eiko typically leads trips in British Columbia’s rugged waterways, including its oceans, rivers, lakes and canyons.
His unique trips guiding divers to witness the marvel of
migrating salmon have helped him to gain experience
in challenging and varied conditions. His work has been

•

welcome

Trip cost: $2395 USD (see pdf for details)
Email sales@eikojonesphotography.com or
call 250.203.0254

Dan Clements
Washington, USA
Founder/Columnist
Dan is an adventurer who has a deep appreciation
and respect for the world’s natural wonders and
life in its many varied forms. He has climbed, skied,
sailed, SCUBA dived, and traveled throughout the
world. He has made first ascents in North and South
America, and run major white water rapids in Africa
and the Western Hemisphere. He wrote the now sold
out Critters, Creatures, and Kelp in 2009.
He was fortunate to have parents who exposed him
to Hopi, Navajo, Seri, and Lacandon First Nations
populations. Later in life he was privileged to be able
to spend time among the Bushmen (San) of southern
Africa, and Qechua and Aymara in the Andes. He is
working to try and increase knowledge and appreciation of Pacific Northwest indigenous populations.
He holds an MBA in international finance and has sat
on boards for United Way, Housing Hope, Cayenta
Systems, Eden Systems, Snohomish County Public
Facilities District, and Ibis Publishing.
When he is not underwater photographing he enjoys cooking, back country skiing, distance running,
mountain biking, and opera. Everett, Washington is
home base and where he and his wife Karen raised
two sons.

Kerry Enns
British Columbia, Canada
Editor/Publisher
Kerry grew up in Brazil as a missionary’s child and
moved to Wisconsin at the age of 10. While her father
worked on his studies, she entertained herself by
cycling, swimming and fishing and earned spending
money by delivering papers and babysitting. When
her family moved to Winnipeg, she found herself
heading to British Columbia to go to Trinity Western
University. She married and stayed in BC rasing 2
children.
She holds a degree in Geography and is certified to
teach elementary and middle school students. She
currently works part-time as a Teacher on Call in
order to fund her diving, photography and travel.
She enjoys travelling and has had recent visits to
the UK and India visiting her daughter. She hopes
to continue to travel as much as her finances allow
it and would like to someday dives the beautiful
tropical water world wide. She particularly wants to
visit Brazil not only to dive but to work on her fluency
of the portuguese language.
She is very excited about this magazine and looks
forward to the opportunities it will bring.

Dale Carlisle
Talia Cohen
British Columbia, Canada
Creative Consultant
Talia grew up in South Africa, and has lived in the
Missouri, Rhode Island, New York, and now calls
Vancouver her home with her husband and 2 dogs.
She is a Creative Director, and has attended the
Rhode Island School of Design, Brown University, MIT
and Babson. Talia has produced work for some of the
world’s leading companies and organizations including Unilever, General Mills, SportChek, and The BC
Dairy Foundation.
Since a young age she has been enchanted with the
world below the surface. And, when not at the studio,
she takes every opportunity to explore the underwater world, camera in hand.

British Columbia, Canada
Columnist
Certified in 2007, Dale is interested in several facets
of diving. As a long time fishkeeper and naturalist,
he loves being able to access the aquatic realm in
order to better observe fish habitat and behavior. In
2010 he began a long term study of a local lake (The
Cultus Lake Project) in order to learn more about an
endangered species of fish that resides there.
Out of that interest he began learning how to capture
images of his subjects and continues to develop
his underwater videography as both a vehicle of
communication and art form.
Dale also enjoys researching the historical aspect of
diving and often uses vintage era gear and techniques
himself, which he shares with others at
www.manfish.ca.

Michael Meagher
Washington, USA
Columnist

Donna Gibbs
British Columbia, Canada
Scientific Consultant
Research Diver/Taxonomist, Howe Sound Research
Program, Vancouver Aquarium Donna Gibbs has been
working at the Vancouver Aquarium since 1992 and
is an expert in local marine taxonomy. She has over
2300 logged cold water research dives and has been
diving for the Howe Sound Research Program for 20
years.
She has contributed to 7 scientific journal articles, and
also played an integral role in producing Andy Lamb’s
Marine Life of the Pacific Northwest. Her work directly
contributed to the discovery of the cleaner lebbeid
(Lebbeus mundus), a previously unknown cold water
shrimp.
Her recent work focuses on photo documentation of
organisms in Howe Sound, and on training less experienced divers in marine taxonomy. Donna manages the
Pacific Marine Life Surveys database.

Andy Lamb
British Columbia, Canada
Scientific Consultant
Andy Lamb is a marine nuaturalist and educator
who has worked as Chief Collector at the Vancouver
Aquarium and as a fish culturist with Fisheries and
Oceans Canada. He is the co-author of Coastal
Fishes of the Pacific Northwest and Marine Life of the
Pacific Northwest: A Photographic Encyclopedia of
Invertebrates, Seaweeds and Selected Fishes, both are
found in almost every diver’s library of the region.
Andy has served as the team for PNWDiver since the
beginnimg and helps members identify marine life and
keeps us abreast of news in the scientific community.
http://www.cedar-beach.com/about.shtml
andy@cedar-beach.com

Mike began diving in 1976 in Southern California and
hasn’t stopped diving since. In 1977 he purchased his first
underwater camera, the Nikonos III and began learning
how to take photos underwater. He worked in a dive shop
in So. Cal for a few years, became a PADI instructor and
learned the trade in the mid 80s. During that time Mike
read extensively on underwater photography, purchased
more equipment as well as a small dive boat named the
“Shark Bait” in order to explore the shipwrecks and reefs.
It was also during those years that Mike was an active
member of the Los Angeles chapter of the Underwater
Photographic Society, and won several awards and
international competitions. Graduating from Cal State
Fullerton, Mike relocated to Washington in the early 90s,
and began exploring local dive sites. In 2008 he took
up videography using Sony camcorders. Mike enjoys
custom modifying his underwater photography and video
equipment. He is a regular contributor to the San Diego
Underseas Film Exposition and his short underwater films
can be seen on-line at youtube/wolfeeldiver. Recently
mike founded DeepPro systems, a niche manufacturer of
underwater video equipment, and resides in Bellingham,
Washington.

MikeMeagherProductions@comcast.net

